Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence. If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1. Reba pressed the mute button on the television. 1. ______________________
2. Each child is expected to wear a uniform at this school. 2. ______________________
3. The knight challenged his foe to a dule. 3. ______________________
4. The parents set a curefew for their teenage son. 4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________
7. ______________________
8. A unicorn is a fictional horse-like creature with a long horn. 8. ______________________
9. Rebecca wants to go blueberry picking this summer. 9. ______________________
10. Did you know that too much sugar can cause a toothache? 10. ______________________
11. Leanna likes to drink orange juice with her breakfast. 11. ______________________
12. My uncle knows how to play the buggle. 12. ______________________
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13. His grandfather makes the best beef stew.

14. The news reporter said to “stay tuned” for more information.

15. Zack usually likes to sleep in on Saturday mornings.

16. Do you like to listen to classical music?

17. Evelyn used a kitchen utensil to stir the soup on the stove.

18. It is unusual that she missed her lesson two days in a row.

19. The mother was cooking dinner and using the phone at the same time.

20. Kelsey’s baby sister isn’t used to chewing solid food yet.

21. The hockey team is doing great this season!

22. Eric could taste the honey in his mother’s cookies.

23. The water temperature is freezing at this time of year.

24. The circus performers rode a unicycle across a high wire.

25. Kevin wants to interview his dad for the school project.

Challenge Words

24. The circus performers rode a unicycle across a high wire.

25. Kevin wants to interview his dad for the school project.
Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line.
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1. Reba pressed the **mute** button on the television. 1. CORRECT

2. Each child is expected to wear a **uniform** at this school. 2. CORRECT

3. The knight challenged his foe to a **duel**. **duel**

4. The parents set a **curfew** for their teenage son. **curfew**

5. I do not believe your **excuse** for not doing your homework. 5. CORRECT

6. Connor **threw** the baseball back and forth with his dad. **threw**

7. The soldier gave his commanding officer a **salute**. **salute**

8. A **unicorn** is a fictional horse-like creature with a long horn. 8. CORRECT

9. Rebecca wants to go **blueberry** picking this summer. **blueberry**

10. Did you know that too much sugar can cause a **toothache**? 10. CORRECT

11. Leanna likes to drink orange **juice** with her breakfast. 11. CORRECT

12. My uncle knows how to play the **bugle**. **bugle**
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13. His grandfather makes the best beef stew.  
13. **CORRECT**

14. The news reporter said to “stay tuned” for more information.  
14. **CORRECT**

15. Zack usually likes to sleep in on Saturday mornings.  
15. **usually**
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25. Kevin wants to interview his dad for the school project.  
25. **CORRECT**